THERE ARE DIFFERENCES in BELIEFS Regarding the
Meanings of Aura Colors

Meaning of common Colors of the Aura
/ Indigo: indicates spiritual thoughts. Connected with Divinity. Relationship
with Spirit – interest in spiritual / intuitive matters..
: Indicative of educators – and/or one with a keen interest in learning or teaching.
People with blue strong point in their Aura tend to be are relaxed, and balanced.
Electric blue on the outer side of the aura can override other colors, when the person is
receiving and/or transmitting information in a telepathic communication.
: indicates dynamic quality of being, highly energized personality, capable
of projection, influencing other people. People with strong turquoise in their Aura can
do things simultaneously and are good organizers. They are Encouragers. People love
bosses with turquoise Auras, because such bosses explain their goals and influence their
team rather than demand executing their commands
: Affinity for Nature, restful, modifying energy, natural healing ability. People
with a green strong point in their Auras are natural healers. The stronger the green
Aura, the better the healer. They appreciate nature. Being in a presence of a person
with a strong and green Aura is a very peaceful and restful experience. Green thought
indicates a restful state and healing.
May indicate joy, freedom, non-attachment, freeing or
releasing vital forces. People who glow yellow MAY be full of inner joy, AND - It also
can be a sign of one who is Not Connected, Mentally.. and can be an indication of a lack
of mental clarity - (If ‘releasing vital forces’ depletes their mental clarity, that does not
serve them).
People with predominant orange auras tend to want to feel
they are in power – in an effort to validate self.. They may have the ability and/or
desire to control others. There MAY be a tendency to focus on physical pleasure.
Orange thought is about exercising a desire to control others.
: Indicates focus on their immediate needs and desires.. ..Materialistic thoughts,
thoughts about the physical body. Not necessarily a materialistically oriented person,
but one focused on their immediate needs (not necessarily to the detriment of others).
Love (in a spiritual sense). Pink is the usual color found in young children.. To
obtain a clean pink, you need to mix the purple (the highest frequency we perceive) with
red (the lowest frequency). Pink Aura indicates that the person achieved a perfect
balance between spiritual awareness and the material existence.

